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Abstract— Face detection often plays the first step in various visual applications. Large variants of facial 
deformations due to head movements and facial expression make it difficult to identify appropriate face 
region. In this paper, a robust real-time face alignment system, including facial landmarks detection and 
face rectification, is proposed. A facial landmarks detection model based on regression tree is utilized in 
the proposed system. In face rectification framework, 2-D geometrical analysis based on pitch, yaw and 
roll movements is designed to solve the misalignment problem in face detection. The experiments on the 
two datasets verify the performance significantly improved by the proposed method in the facial recognition 
task and outperform than those obtained by other alignment methods. Furthermore, the proposed method 
can achieve robust recognition results even if the amount of training images is not large. 
Index Terms—Face alignment, Facial feature localization, Head pose estimation, Face recognition.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
In an automatic visual system, face detection plays a vital role as the first step to locate the face 
region in the target image for potential applications. A face recognition system usually consists of 
face detection and face identification. A face in images is susceptible to change in lighting 
variation, pose variation, and facial expression variation. For the above reasons, it is hard to make 
a universal model to describe facial characteristics in all uncontrolled scenes. According to the 
difference of intrinsic properties, there are mainly two strategies to solve the issue of building face 
model: 1) rule-based methods and 2) learning-based methods. The rule-based methods construct 
face model in a straightforward way by transforming human knowledge into explicit rules [1], [2], 
[3]. Through adding hand-crafted features of the facial structure (such as facial contours and 
relationships between facial features) as detailed as possible, the performance of well-built model 
can be improved. However, these models are sensitive due to lack of the generalized ability to 
describe facial properties. The learning-based methods construct model by the combination of 
distribution functions or discriminant functions under a probability framework. One of the 
impressive methods is Viola and Jones’ face detector [4], a novel face detection framework based 
on cascade architecture with Haar-like features to describe face model by a series of weak learners 
using decision tree learning. This technique brings a significant improvement in detection 
precision by following strategies:  






2. Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) learning algorithm [5] was utilized as weak learners to select 
a small number of features, from tens of thousands of potential features to form a stronger 
classifier via a linear combination. 
3. Use cascade architecture to obtain the final classifier, which combines several stronger 
classifiers to create a complex one. Meanwhile, in cascading, only samples that pass through 
the classifiers in the preceding stage are considered in the current layer to save computation 
time effectively. 
 
In their proposed architecture, the current layer only considers detection-windows passed by 
the previous layer that means learners in the deeper layer focus on relative harder-to classifier 
windows. Under a reasonable division of labor, vast amount of non-face patches are judgement at 
early stage to achieve real-time detection. Numerous approaches have been developed based on 
Viola-Jones face detector, they mainly focus on extracting a different type of features to replace 
the original Haar-like features and designing variants of cascade architecture to enhanced 
performance against the effects caused by occlusion and pose variation. 
The goal of a face recognizer is to identify whether a target of interest in an image exists in 
the registered dataset or not. The technologies of face recognition have been applied in various 
applications, such as public security, criminal identification, multimedia data management, etc. 
Furthermore, various technologies have been developed and brought out a significant advantage 
in the field of facial and pattern recognition system. In recent years, Sparse Representation 
Classifier (SRC) [6] has attracted the attention of many researchers and engineers from the 
computer vision community due to its impressive performance against varying expression, 
occlusion and noise issues. The key idea of SRC is to seek a sparse representation of the test 
samples as a linear combination of the whole set of training samples by solving an L1-
minimization problem. Once L1-minimization computation is finished, SRC selects the subsets of 
training samples, which, most compactly express the test sample and rejects all other possible but 
less compactly representation. Furthermore, SRC does not have the training process for its 
classification; so, it is not necessary to train the SRC model again when a new face subject is added 
into a training set. However, the variations of human faces under different environment and 
conditions are still a challenging task in real-world applications. All of these factors associated 
with uncontrolled environments degrade the recognition rate of a facial recognition system. To 
alleviate the effects caused by uncontrolled environments, numerous well-know methods of 
feature extraction have been introduced, including Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [7], Scale Invariant 
Feature Transform (SIFT) [8], Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) [9], and Haar-like features, 
etc. However, these approaches employ features to form local feature descriptors that are often 
sensitive to changes of illumination and lighting conditions and occlusion. Moreover, these 
human-made features are often designed for the specific object and lead the results in poor 
performance on other unseen targets. 
Recently, convolution neural networks (CNNs), a variant of artificial neural network, attract 
the attention of researchers and brings an impressive performance on challenge datasets. The visual 
representation learned by CNNs have shown clear advantages over hand-crafted features for many 
recognition tasks [10], [11]. Chen et al. [12] presented an algorithm for unconstrained face 
verification based on deep convolutional features and evaluated it on the Labeled Face in the Wild 
(LFW) dataset. Jiang [13] applied the Faster RCNN to face detection. Wu et al. [14] suggested a 
Light CNN framework to learn a compact embedding on the large-scale face data with massive 
 
 
noisy labels. Tao [15] proposes a comprehensive deep learning framework to jointly learn face 
representation using multimodal information, which is composed of a set of elaborately designed 
CNNs and a three-layer stacked auto-encoder (SAE). However, the CNN-based methods often 
take considerable computation cost and requires a large number of data for model training.  
In general, the above detectors can identify the presence of a face in an image well. However, 
the detection results are often rough due to variants of image appearance that might not be 
appropriate to use directly for subsequent applications as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, rectification 
algorithms are required to fine-tune the detection to cover a suitable region according to the head 
orientation or align the facial landmarks to extract face patches. Huang et al. [16] have shown that 
the rectification process can enhance the performance on recognition task by removing undesired 
intra-class variability or covering the meaningful area as part of a face. There are two categories 
of rectification methods: 1) landmark-based methods and 2) unsupervised joint alignment methods. 
Landmark-based methods locate facial landmarks by holistic or part localizers to estimate the 
orientation of face [17], [18]. Once the face pose is determined, the face image is placed on a 
canonical pose according to the locations of landmarks. Instead of prior knowledge of facial 
landmarks, unsupervised joint alignment approaches align face with image similarity [16]. 
Unsupervised joint alignment methods do not need the prior knowledge of face structure. One 
successful representative is known as congealing, which works directly on the pixel values in each 
image by minimizing the entropy of each column of pixels through a set of collections. 
To our best knowledge, most of the works focus on either face detection or localization of facial 
landmarks. This paper introduces a robust real-time face rectification to cover more informative 
patches in the image based on landmarks information with geometrical analysis to improve the 
performance of face recognition system. The main contributions of this paper are: 1) An ensemble 
of regression tree based on gradient boosting method is utilized for achieving high speed and 
accurate location in facial landmarks detection. 2) The proposed rectification algorithm with 
geometrical analysis is designed according to the head orientation, which takes light computation 
cost as pre-processing for other potential applications.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. II presents a brief of related works of face 
alignment. Sec. III provides an overview of the proposed scheme and the details of the proposed 
algorithm. Sec. IV shows the experimental results on challenging datasets which, involve large 
variants, and finally, the conclusions are covered in Sec. V. 
 
Figure 1:  Unaligned face detection results. 
 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
Several approaches have been introduced to solve the problem of face alignment. As stated 
earlier, pose estimation can bridge the gap between human and visual systems. Two related model-
based methods called Active Shape Models (ASM) [19] and Active Appearance Models (AAM) 
[20] are popular which utilizes the matching of statistical model of specific object shape and 
appearance to a new image. Both of them need to manually label facial landmarks as salient points 
on training images to obtain the face models. These landmarks are used to represent the face model 
and find the variation of facial shape by concatenating these landmarks as a vector and computing 
on the training set. Since positions of these landmarks are corrected, dimensionality techniques 
such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are further applied to obtain the primary modes of 
shape variation. By looking at the largest principal components, the direction of the search can be 
determined by corresponding variants in different directions. Once the location of facial features 
is known, the orientation of the image can be estimated by iteratively searching to fit the shape 
parameters to a pose setting.  
The difference between ASM and AAM is that ASM uses only shape constraints (information 
about the image structure near the landmarks) and it does not consider the texture information. 
AAM model is more complex than ASM model, which learns the correlation between the shape 
model obtained from ASM and the shape free texture model to generate a combined appearance 
model. In general, coarsely alignment is much easier than a precisely alignment. As stated, even 
roughly alignment can improve the performance for further applications likes face recognition. In 
[16], Huang et al. introduced a congealing method, which jointly aligns a collection of images 
from a particular class by maximizing the likelihood of each image against to all the others. Those 
aligned images form as an alignment machine to align new input image efficiently. The proposed 
system automatically aligns images without prior knowledge of the object, which takes a poorly 
aligned image as input and return a well-aligned version of the image. In [17], a two-layered eyes 
localization method is proposed to align face images. At first, the input face image is transformed 
by a mathematical operator named Fast Radial Symmetry Transform to find potential locations of 
pupils with high radial symmetry. Then the eye classifier is applied to eliminate false candidates 
and identify the eyes in the image. After the localization process, the orientation of the face can be 
determined according to the angle of eyes and the image can be transformed into frontal pose by 
affine transform. 
Deep learning methods have been achieving good performance on face alignment in recent years. 
Xiao [21] proposed a novel Recurrent Attentive Refinement (RAR) network for facial landmark 
detection under unconstrained conditions, suffering from challenges like facial occlusions and/or 
pose variations. Zhang et al. [22] presented a deep cascaded multitask framework that exploits the 
inherent correlation between detection and alignment to boost up their performance. Dapogny [23] 
presented an end-to-end deep convolutional cascade architecture for face alignment which uses 
fully-convolutional stages to keep full spatial resolution. In [24] a joint multi-task learning 
algorithm is proposed for both face alignment and segmentation which allows CNN model to 
simultaneously share visual knowledge between different tasks. However, a deep neural network 
usually requires a large number of training samples.  
III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED FACE ALIGNMENT SYSTEM 
The architecture for the proposed face alignment system is shown as Fig.2. Localize the 
landmark of input face obtained from the face detector [25] via a regression tree-based method. 
 
 
According to the position of landmarks, the facial orientation can be easily estimated from two-
dimensional geometric analysis. Then, the input face can be normalized to the frontal pose by 
compensating the face misalignment on each axis. 
A. Localization for face feature point 
The proposed system localizes facial landmarks of the input face obtained from the face detector 
via an ensemble of regression tree-based localizer as shown in Fig. 3(b). It should be noticed that 
we do not use all of 68 landmarks, only 7 feature points are used in our rectification framework, 
as demonstrated in Fig. 3(a), where 𝐸𝑟, 𝐸𝑙 , 𝐶𝑟, 𝐶𝑙, 𝑁𝐵, 𝑁 and 𝑈𝐿 are outer corners of right and left 
eyes, side points of right and left face sides, tips of nose bridge, nose and upper lip, respectively. 
The orientation of a head is estimated based on these points using 2D geometrical analysis. The 
position vector of landmarks used in this work can be listed as follows:             
    𝑃 = [(𝑥1, 𝑦1),  (𝑥2, 𝑦2), … ,  (𝑥7, 𝑦7)]
𝑇(1) 
 




Figure 3: (a) an overview of the facial landmarks (b) 68 face feature points position 
The detailed flow of regression tree is shown in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, ),...,( 1 TRRR  is a 
set of face pose regressions of a cascade structure.  In order to train the cascade attitude regressor 
R, we input the image I and its initial pose angle 0 cascade to the pose regression to perform the 
program operation. After an iteration of Tt ,...,1 , T is the output. Each level of posture regression 






Algorithm 1 Regression tree of face pose  
 
B. Face direction evaluation 
Based on the facial landmarks in section III.A, we can predict the face pose and provide face 
direction compensation, which include weight, height, rotate angles and rotate centers. Head pose 
can be used to infer the relationship between face direction and coordinated system. Head can be 
limited in a 3-DOF (Depth of Field) space, and then describe the rotate feature in three directions. 
Fig.4 shows the three directions: Pitch (rotate with x-axis), Yaw (rotate with y-axis) and Roll (z-
axis). 
 
Figure 4: The three degrees of freedom of a human head can be described by the 
geocentric rotation as pitch, yaw and Roll [26] 
C. Compensation of Pitch  
Fig.5 indicates an example of a 3-D image projection on x-y 2-D plane, where N is nose apex, 
NB is the nose bridge location, UL is the central point of upper lip. Fig.6 shows the head geometric 
perspective that rotates with x-axis, where n is the 2-D image projection vector for N, nb is the 2-
D image projection vector for NB, similar with ul for UL, f is the focus distance of camera,𝛾 is the 
pitch angle of rotate with x-axis. Blue line means rotate with x-axis in anticlockwise and its 
projection vector, red line is rotate with x-axis in clockwise and its projection vector, black line is 
 
 
head in the condition of γ = 0and its projection vector. 
 
Figure 5: 3-D image projection on x-y 2-D plane with pitch 
 
 
Figure 6: Head geometric perspective with x-axis rotation 
 
The nose length and the distance between nose tip and upper lip are defined as yu = |nb−n| and 
yd = |n−ul|. To investigate the influence caused by changes of pitch angle, yu and yd are used to 
formulate proportional relationship ?̂? as follows:                        
                      ?̂? =
𝑦𝑢
𝑦𝑢+𝑦𝑑
                                                            (2) 
According to the experiment results, the proposed system only compensates the face images in 
the case γ > 0 ◦, that the ratio of ?̂? have significantly various in the image plane when the head 




𝑦𝑢 ,    if  γ > 0
0 ,      if  γ ≤ 0
                                                            (3) 
where Δy is the compensation displacement to the central point of face along the y-axis. It should 
be noted that the total facial feature length 𝑦𝑢 + 𝑦𝑑  is only slightly difference between the case of 
γ = 0° and γ = −15° degrees. For this reason, our research only aligns the face imagesin the case 
of γ > 0°  that the facial feature length is shortened by the effect of pitch rotation. The 
compensation formulae are listed as follows: 
            𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦
′) = 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦 + ∆𝑦)                                (4) 
            𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 − ∆𝑦                 (5) 
D. Compensation of Yaw 
Similar to the pitch rotation in 3.C, Fig.7 shows a 3-D image projection on x-y 2-D plane with 
yaw angle, Fig.8 shows the head geometric perspective that rotate with y-axis, where 𝐶𝑟 and 𝐶𝑙are 
left and right-side points, 𝐸𝑟 and 𝐸𝑙are outer corner of eyes, N is nose apex.𝑐𝑟,𝑐𝑙,𝑒𝑟,𝑒𝑙 and nare the 
2-D image projection vectors for them, respectively. 
 





Figure 8:  Head geometric perspective with y-axis rotation 
 
 
The projection terms 𝑐𝑟and 𝑐𝑙can be described as follows:                  




𝑓𝐶𝑟𝐸𝑟̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
𝑍−𝑍𝑐
              (6) 




𝑓𝐶𝑙𝐸𝑙̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
𝑍+𝑍𝑐
             (7) 
The yaw angle 𝛽 for  𝑐𝑟 and 𝑐𝑙  are  given by: 
                     𝛽 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐 cos (𝐴𝑟𝑐𝑟)              (8) 
                     𝛽 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐 cos (𝐴𝑙𝑐𝑙)              (9) 
where𝐴𝑟 =
𝑍−𝑍𝑐





Clearly, 𝑐𝑟  and 𝑐𝑙 have inverse relationship with the yaw angle 𝛽 . Take advantage of this 
proportional relation as the rotation score with y-axis,the position for face image can be designed 
as follows: 








) (𝑐𝑟 − 𝑒𝑟),   if β > 0
      (10) 
where ∆𝑥 is the compensate move distance with x-axis.  
The face image after compensation can be shown as below: 
             𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑎𝑤(𝑥
′,  𝑦) = Center𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛(𝑥 + ∆𝑥,  𝑦)        (11) 
 
 
where Center𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 is the face’s original center position. Center𝑦𝑎𝑤 is the center position after 
compensated with Yaw rotation.  
E. Compensation of Roll 
Fig.9 presents a 3-D image projection on x-y 2-D plane, rotate with z-axis in anticlockwise. Fig. 
10(a) shows the geometric perspective of roll rotation, where 𝑒𝑙 and 𝑒𝑟 are projection points of 
𝐸𝑙  and  𝐸𝑟 , respectively. In this case, the coordinates of facial landmarks change on x-y plane with 
a fixed z value. Moreover, geometric relationships between feature points keep while a head 
rotation against z-axis as shown in Fig. 10 (b). Therefore, outer corners of eyes are used as facial 
feature points to compensate an unaligned image for roll motion. The roll angle 𝛼 can be written 
as follows: 
              α = arc tan (
𝑌𝑒
𝑋𝑒
)                                            (12) 







Once the roll angle is determined, an unaligned face image can be directly posted onto frontal face 
direction by performing the affine transform as follows: 
                𝑀 = [
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼
]                      (13) 
 







Figure 10: Head geometric perspective with z-axis rotation 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
We conduct a series of discussion about the rationality of the proposed method and compare it 
with other methods on the uncontrolled dataset. In order to investigate the rationality, the pixel-
based statistic is used to demonstrate the robustness of our method. We use FEI face dataset [27] 
to show the benefit from rectification. For the uncontrolled setting, we use LFWdataset [28] to test 
the performance of the proposed method with other aligned methods. For all experiments, we 
construct a face recognition framework, and all methods follow the samesetting for a fair 
comparison. In the recognition framework, the Viola-Jones face detector and the Sparse 
Representation Classifier (SRC) recognizer [6] are used to identify face location and classification 
respectively. 
A. Databases overview 
Four open databases are used to evaluate the experiment. First one is FEI face database, which 
consists of 200 individuals, each has 14 images with different angles. This database is used to 
evaluate face features. The second database is LFW face database, which has 13,233 images in 
total. LFW include different features like pose and emotion change, sex and cover, etc. This 
database is used to evaluate the efficiency of face alignment. The third one is CAS-PEAL-R1 
database [29], there are 1,040 individuals with different poses, emotion and light. This database 
can evaluate the influence of subject numbers. The last one is AR database [30], there are 126 
individuals (70 males and 56 females) with a little light and emotion change, but take picture in 
two sessions. It is used to compare different face recognition systems. 
B. The facial landmarks result of the Proposed Algorithm 
We apply the regression tree to locate the feature points of the face image in the web camera. 
The result of the feature points of the positioning is shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen from Fig.11, 




Figure 11:  Face labeled result by Webcam 
C.  The Rationality of the Proposed Algorithm 
In the above section, we introduced a geometrical analysis method for three DOF of head motion. 
For pitch direction, the ratio of length between features is used as criteria for compensation rather 
than the feature length directly. We use CAS-PEAL-R1 dataset to test the robustness of the 
proposed method. CAS-PEAL-R1 contains 30900 images of 1040 subjects. We consider the pose 
subset, which contains seven yaw changes with tree pitch angles for each subject. For each pitch 
angle, five images with different yaw changes are used for analysis. The statistical results of feature 
length change are shown in Table I. From the results in table I, we can clearly see that the length 
yu is greater than yd and the sum of yu  and yd are almost equal in both cases γ = 0◦and γ = −15◦. In 
the case of γ = +15◦, yd is smaller than yu and the sum of yu and yd decreases, that means the 
projection length of face in the image plane decrease when the pitch angle increases.According to 
this property, we need to reduce the height of the face region in the image plane. 
Table I: Face feature length in different pitch angles 
Parameter 
γ 
𝒚𝒖 𝒚𝒅 𝒚𝒖 + 𝒚𝒅 ?̂? 
+15o 36.33 40.33 76.66 0.4727 
0o 45.59 38.67 84.26 0.5407 
-15o 53.37 32.25 85.61 0.6234 
 




 (𝒚𝒖)  (𝒚𝒅)  (𝒚𝒖 + 𝒚𝒅)  (?̂?) 
+15o 15.1% 10.96% 10.14% 8.84% 
0o 12.21% 12.11% 9.06% 7.47% 




To further investigate the robustness of the proposed compensation scheme, we considered the 
distributions between subjects as shown in Table II. The results show that the proposed parameter 
?̂? is more stable than other features in all pitch cases. Fig. 12 shows the compensation results by 
the proposed method. For yaw direction, we assume that face is symmetrical along y-axis. Under 
this assumption, we move predicted face bounding box to remove the undesired background and 
acquire potential useful face information. Fig. 13 shows the compensation results for yaw motion.  
 
 
Figure 12:   Pitch correction to CAS-PEAL-R1 database. (a)-(d) are uncorrected images, 




Figure 13:  Yaw correction to CAS-PEAL-R1 database. (a)-(d) are uncorrected images, 
(e)-(h) are corrected images. 
 
For roll motion, due to the phenomena that the angle between eyes and nose tip keep while the 
head rotates. It is straightforward to use this property to compensate the misaligned caused by 






Figure 14: Roll correction to LFW database. (a)-(d) are uncorrected images, (e)-(h) are 
corrected images 
D. Influence of face alignment to revolution ratio 
This section demonstrate that a good alignment method can significantly enhance the 
performance of face recognition system. 14 images for each individual in FEI are selected firstly, 
but only 9 images without extreme illumination and yaw rotation are considered in the evaluation 
process. Fig. 15 shows various part in a face image and its revolution ratio. The accuracy of SRC 
without alignment is severely degraded if the input face image includes much background region 
or some facial feature points are lost. It proves that SRC can achieve higher performance via 
precise alignment technique. Fig. 16 shows the efficiency of face alignment for face recognition. 
In detail, the recognition rate by face alignment method (red curve) is 86.8%, which is higher than 
non-face alignment method by 11.2%.  
 





Figure 16:  Face alignment comparison by FEI database 
E. Alignment algorithms comparison 
The datasets for face alignment consist of 34 individuals (each of them has 30 images) from 
LFW database. We use Viola and Jones’s face detection system [4], after getting the aligned face 
position, the image can be trained by SRC and do the latter face recognition process. 
The eye alignment method introduced by Li and Wang et. al [31] is used to compare the 
performance. Firstly, utilize Viola and Jones’s detect method on LFW database, then align face by 
eye alignment method, finally train the images by SRC, it is the same as the proposed method.  
In the above experiment, we use Bilinear Interpolation method in OpenCV dataset to decrease 
image’s dimension from 250*250 to 48, 108, 192 and 588. Fig. 17 shows the influence of feature 
dimension to recognition accuracy, Fig. 18 shows the influence of subject amount to recognition 
rate. It is obvious that the proposed alignment method can eliminate useless background 
information and align face images more accurate than other methods. 
 



















































Figure 18: Relationship between subject amount and recognition rate 
F. Recognition efficiency comparison 
Nearest Neighbor classifier [32] and Nearest Subspace [33] are used to compare the efficiency 
of recognition task. Fig. 19 indicates result for different methods. The result of combined face 
alignment with SRC (red line) can reach at 88.27%, nearest neighbor classifier is 73.71%, nearest 
subspace is 81.71%, which means our proposed system is more efficient that other methods. 
 
Figure 19: Face recognition comparison by AR database 
G. Evaluation to the number of subjects 
Fig. 20 indicates the recognition rate for different number of subjects. This validation is 
implemented using the subset of CAS-PEAL-R1 dataset. For each individual, the seven samples 
with normal pitch angle are employed to the training set. Furthermore, some variations such as 
scaling, rotation, and horizontal translation can be randomly applied to the frontal pose sample 
(yaw angle is 0o). It shows that despite having the lack of training samples, the proposed system 






















































Figure 20: Recognition rate for various subject numbers by CAS-PEAL-R1 database 
V. CONCLUSION 
 This paper introduces an efficient alignment system for face detection. At first, facial feature 
localizer based on regression tree is used to identify the facial landmarks for a given face region. 
While key features are acquired, origin face region is adjusted to compensate misalignment effects 
caused by pose variation. According to different conditions, the face region is modified to ignore 
unsuitable region and include potential valuable region. The experiments demonstrate that the 
proposed method can significantly enhance the performance for the recognition task and 
outperform other alignment methods. Although the performance of the proposed method is highly 
associated with the ability of facial localizer, the accuracy of localizer can be improved by applying 
the proposed method iteratively to acquire a proper face area. Moreover, the proposed algorithm 
can be extended for 3D face model, more complete geometrical information of facial 
characteristics can be used to further improving the performance of the pose correction process.  
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